Mission Stats

*Still not submitted your Mission Stats? there is still time!*

A big thank you to all the Churchwardens and Incumbents who have already returned your 2020 Mission Statistics. We appreciate this hasn't been an easy task this year, but more than ever this information is important.

The National Research Statistics Unit really need these figures to not just understand how churches have managed during the pandemic, but to celebrate with a wide audience all that we have achieved in 2020 and that's important too.

Whilst we understand that not all questions can be answered, those that can, offer real insight.

Thanks to you, as a Diocese 69% of our parish returns have already been submitted.

But if you haven’t completed your Mission Statistics yet, there is still time to do so. If you’re struggling with log in details or would prefer a paper copy of the returns sent out to you, then please do contact parishsupport@salisbury.anglican.org or call 01722 411922.